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 YEAR 5       SPELLING AND WORD STUDY  Term 4 Week 3 

 Focus: The sound of K spelled with -ck, -ic, and -x 
 Level 1  Level 2  Level 3 

 shock  nickel  comical 
 relax  frantic  classic 
 attic  ticket  annex 
 chicken  ransack  perplex 
 complex  freckle  cuckoo 
 pickle  limerick  authentic 
 panic  electric  interlocked 
 quick  hammock  hackneyed 
 magic  sceptic  wreckage 
 pocket  comic  mackerel 
 mimic  clinic  frenetic 
 fabric  Arctic  aerobic 
 traffic  metric  ruckus 
 stomach  scenic  exotic 
 attack  public  dyslexic 
 index  vortex  microscopic 
 buckle  phoenix  bureaucratic 
 plastic  reckless  catastrophic 
 topic  backpedalled  anaesthetic 
 reflex  ramshackle  taxonomy 

 ACTIVITY 1  UNDERSTANDING THE SOUNDS OF YOUR  WORDS 

 Put your words into the groups entitled -ck, -ck-, -ic, -x and oddball 

 -ck  -ck-  -ic  -x  Oddball 

 ACTIVITY 2  SENTENCES AND DEFINITIONS 

 Put the  bolded words into sentences  which make sense  and are complex sentences. 



 Please underline the spelling word in each sentence. 

 Discover the  definitions of the underlined  words in  your list. 

 Sentence  Definition 

 ACTIVITY 3  Fill in the blanks 

 Directions:  Complete the sentences below by choosing  a list word- from any list. 

 1.  These birds are not trained to do tricks; they  simply  __________  what comes naturally to 
 them. 

 2.  Lastly, I examined a brown  ________  of mine near  my left ear. 

 3.  In a  __________  old house the wind becomes a constant,  unsettling moan beyond the 
 walls. 

 4.  You can enjoy pizza cooked in an  ___________  wood  stove. 

 5.  Chances are, he won't even remember what all the  ____________  was about a few hours 
 later. 

 6.  In all matters of government, William was equally  _______________  and haphazard. 

 Answers 

 1.  mimic 
 2.  freckle 
 3.  ramshackle 
 4.  authentic 
 5.  ruckus 
 6.  reckless 



 Photography Scavenger Hunt Items 
 ●  Something red 
 ●  Something that keeps you warm 
 ●  Something you have cooked 
 ●  Something living (a plant, a pet, etc.) 
 ●  A favorite stuffed animal 
 ●  Something round 
 ●  Something you love to read 
 ●  Something used on a holiday 
 ●  Something that plays music 
 ●  Something that starts with the letter “A” 
 ●  You and a member of your family 
 ●  Something old that you love 
 ●  Something new that you love 
 ●  Something you only use indoors 
 ●  Something you only use outdoors 
 ●  Something that has wheels 
 ●  Something you’ve created that was play-related 
 ●  A decoration you love 
 ●  Something used during the summer 
 ●  Something you use to stay active or exercise 
 ●  An art piece you’ve created 
 ●  The oldest coin in your house 
 ●  Something with rainbow colors 
 ●  Something bright 
 ●  Something that sparkles 
 ●  Something that shows your family together 
 ●  Something that belonged to or shows your grandparents 



Descriptive   Writing   
  

  
Now…   
  

Read   your   writing   out   loud.   
  
● Do   you   have   full   stops   and   commas   where   they   belong?   
● Did   you   repeat   any   words?   Unless   you   deliberately   are   using   repetition,   consider   changing   them.   

  
EXTENSION:   

● Choose   one   or   two   adjectives   (describing   word)   and   use   thesaurus.com   to   find   some   synonyms.   
● Shuffle   your   sentences   around,   or   add   some   sentences,   so   that   some   start   with   a   verb,   some   start   with   a   

noun,   some   start   with   an   adjective,   etc.   
  

  

IMAGINE   YOU   ARE   THERE   AND   BRAINSTORM...    NOW,   PUT   YOUR   IDEAS   INTO   A   DESCRIPTIVE   
PARAGRAPH...   

What   I   can   feel:   
  

  

What   I   can   see:   
  

What   I   can   hear:     
  

What   I   can   taste   (maybe):   
  

What   I   can   smell   (maybe):   
  



 Descriptive Writing 

 You can replace the picture with your own if you would like. 

 IMAGINE YOU ARE THERE AND BRAINSTORM… 
 Some starters are there for you that you can use if you 
 like. 

 NOW, PUT YOUR IDEAS INTO A DESCRIPTIVE 
 PARAGRAPH... 

 What I can feel: 
 Tickle of the feather quill against his face 

 What I can see: 
 The cobblestoned path 

 What I can hear: 
 Scratching of the pen against the paper 

 What I can taste (maybe): 

 What I can smell (maybe): 

 Now… 

 Read your writing out loud. 

 ●  Do you have full stops and commas where they belong? 
 ●  Did you repeat any words? Unless you deliberately are using repetition, consider changing them. 

 EXTENSION: 
 ●  Choose one or two adjectives (describing word) and use thesaurus.com to find some synonyms. 
 ●  Shuffle your sentences around, or add some sentences, so that some start with a verb, some start with a 

 noun, some start with an adjective, etc. 



It’s not the yellow brick road
nor does it lead to Oz

but it is golden
and it does glisten

stretching all the way
from the rocky shore

to the trim line of the horizon:
the path the sun lays down

on which none can walk.

poem by John Malone | illustrated by Matt Ottley 

The Path

ORBIT

Making a moonlight poem 
'The Path' creates and image of sunlight on water. Close your eyes and create an image of 
moonlight on water. Complete the questions below before making your own moonlight poem.

1. Write words that the image suggests to you. This might include colours, shapes, feelings or other ideas.
Two examples have been given to start you off.

glowing, quiet

2. What does the long path of moonlight in your chosen image remind you of? For example, a silver ribbon
that ties back hair or a flowing river that leads to a dark meadow. Write at least three more ideas.

3. Choose your favourite words and ideas from questions 1 and 2. Now use these and the image to create a
moonlight poem with the line beginnings below.

It’s not

nor does it

but it is

and it does

stretching all the way

from

to

the path the moon lays down

on which none can walk.







 Descriptive Writing 

 You can replace the picture with your own if you would like. 

 IMAGINE YOU ARE THERE AND BRAINSTORM… 
 Some starters are there for you that you can use if you 
 like. 

 NOW, PUT YOUR IDEAS INTO A DESCRIPTIVE 
 PARAGRAPH... 

 What I can feel: 
 Tickle of the feather quill against his face 

 What I can see: 
 The cobblestoned path 

 What I can hear: 
 Scratching of the pen against the paper 

 What I can taste (maybe): 

 What I can smell (maybe): 

 Now… 

 Read your writing out loud. 

 ●  Do you have full stops and commas where they belong? 
 ●  Did you repeat any words? Unless you deliberately are using repetition, consider changing them. 

 EXTENSION: 



 ●  Choose one or two adjectives (describing word) and use thesaurus.com to find some synonyms. 
 ●  Shuffle your sentences around, or add some sentences, so that some start with a verb, some start with a 

 noun, some start with an adjective, etc. 



Name :

Teacher : Date :

Score :

Decimals Worksheets
Math-Aids.Com

Rounding Decimal NumbersRounding Decimal Numbers

Round each number to the nearest tenth.

1 ) 5.21

2 ) 7.45

3 ) 8.37

4 ) 3.24

5 ) 1.31

6 ) 6.36

7 ) 8.44

8 ) 3.86

9 ) 5.45

10 ) 9.55

Round each number to the nearest tenth.

1 ) 3.517

2 ) 3.473

3 ) 7.484

4 ) 9.236

5 ) 2.275

6 ) 3.694

7 ) 3.219

8 ) 7.673

9 ) 6.599

10 ) 4.585



Editing 
Passages

Term 4 Week 3

● In the next 2 slides you will see The Path and Fast Lane passages. In this editing task you must 
find the mistakes and rewrite the passages correctly. Use the ‘my checklist’ to drag a tick once you have found the 
mistakes.

● Don't forget in The Path to find 4 spelling mistakes and to add 3 capital letters,1 full stop and 2 
commas.

● In Fast Lane, don’t forget to find 4 spelling mistakes and to add 3 capital letters, 1 exclamation 
mark and1 apostrophe of contraction.

Instructions





Note Writing
Read the scenario on the left-hand side of the page. Write a short note on the right-hand side to 
go with the scenario. Remember to add extra information to make the notes complete and easy to 
follow. 

Write your own scenarios, and notes to go with them, in the empty boxes at the bottom.

Example:

It’s Jerry’s birthday on Friday. He’s 
having a party and you have organised 
the present, the card, the runners and 
the party snacks.

Party – Friday 30th June at 4 p.m. at 
Jerry’s house.
Remember:
Present, Card, Runners, Snacks

There is a sponsored walk on Monday at 
school. It is a kilometre long. You will 
need to wear the right clothes.

You are going to bake a cake and you 
will need to buy enough eggs.

A delivery man will bring your heating 
oil at 4 p.m. on Friday. You will need to 
be at home.

You have a doctor’s appointment on 
Thursday at half past 2.
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Alliteration!

W Words starting with the letter W

Willows, wands, whispers, wind, warning, weather, water, wading, whispering, wailing, wandering, 

worrying, whistling, wishing, worst, warm, wacky, wise, who, winning

Put some of them into a sentence with alliteration

Wandering through the willows, the wind whispered a warning.

The weather was warm and I waded through the water.

The wind wailed in the distance.

The old man was a bit wacky, but also very wise!



B Words starting with the letter B

Buzz, bees, billowing, butter, bruises, binoculars, booming, YOU WRITE SOME MORE

Put some of them into a sentence with alliteration

P
Words starting with the letter P

Put some of them into a sentence with alliteration

Words starting with the letter S

Put some of them into a sentence with alliteration

S









YEAR   5         SPELLING   AND   WORD   STUDY Term   4   Week   3   

Focus:   The   sound   of   K   spelled   with   -ck,   -ic,   and   -x   

  
ACTIVITY   4       KNOWING   YOUR   WORDS-   INCREASING   YOUR   VOCABULARY   

Which   words   in   the   lists   mean?   

1. Copy   ________________   
2. Alphabetical   list   of   names   etc   ________________   
3. Of   or   concerning   the   people   ________________   
4. Whirlpool   ________________   
5. Saltwater   fish    ________________   
6. Fast   and   energetic   ________________   

  

ACTIVITY   5 ACADEMIC   LANGUAGE   PREDICT,   COMPARE,   CONTRAST   

“Change   your   language   and   you   change   your   thoughts.” —Karl   Albrecht   
  

Academic   language   is   a   meta-language   that   helps   learners   acquire   the   50,000   words   
they   are   expected   to   have   internalized   by   the   end   of   high   school   and   includes   
everything   from   illustration   and   chart   literacy   to   speaking,   grammar,   and   genres   within   
fields.   

  

What   do   the   words   predict,   compare   and   contrast   mean?   Investigate   these   words.   

Level   1   Level   2   Level   3   
shock   nickel   comical   
relax   frantic   classic   
attic   ticket   annex   
chicken   ransack   perplex   
complex   freckle   cuckoo   
pickle   limerick   authentic   
panic   electric   interlocked   
quick   hammock   hackneyed   
magic   sceptic   wreckage   
pocket   comic   mackerel   
mimic   clinic   frenetic   
fabric   Arctic   aerobic   
traffic   metric   ruckus   
stomach   scenic   exotic   
attack   public   dyslexic   
index   vortex   microscopic   
buckle   phoenix   bureaucratic   
plastic   reckless   catastrophic   
topic   backpedalled  anaesthetic   
reflex   ramshackle   taxonomy   



● Write   their   definitions.   
● Draw   pictures   to   illustrate   what   they   mean.   
● Use   these   three   words   accurately   in   sentences.   

  

ACTIVITY   6 PARTS   OF   SPEECH   

Look   at    your   list   words    and   put   them   in   groups   of   verbs,   nouns   and   adjectives.   

Do   any   of   them   fit   into   two   categories?   ________________________________   

  

  

Definition   Illustration   Sentence   
Predict:     

  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

  

Compare:   
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

Contrast:   
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

  

Verbs   Nouns   Adjectives   
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Now complete the Google Form for chapters 
29-32. 

1. What instructions does the Warden give the counselors 
if Zero tries to return for water?

2. Why does the Warden want all of Zero’s records 
erased? What is Mr Pendanski’s reaction?

3. How does the arrival of Twitch motivate Stanley’s
       decision at the end of Chapter 32?




